Art & Design - Year 7 Spring Term - Artist Development

Henri Matisse
Use colour mixing knowledge and painting techniques to
create mix media artwork in response to Henri Matisse.
Henri Matisse created his work by cutting or tearing shapes
from paper which had been painted. The shapes were placed
and pasted down under Matisse's instruction. Some of the
later artworks, such as The Snail, used very large sizes of
paper shapes. Matisse said that the technique “allows me to
draw using the colour. Instead of drawing the outline and then
putting the colour inside it, I just draw with the coloured
sections”.
Scale is the size of something, it may be enlarged or made
smaller.
Mixing paint is the method of combining primary and
secondary colours to create the new desired colour.
Accuracy with measuring is to be precise in the size of the
shape.
Position is the considered placement of the shapes.
Key words - abstract, cut out, shape, mix, paint, measure

Hundertwasser
Identify characteristics and purpose of Hundertwasser’s
artwork. Develop, design and produce artwork showing
inspiration from the artist.
Hundertwasser has produced many types of works of art
ranging from paintings, postage stamps and flags. His work
includes bright colours and natural forms. He seldom uses
straight lines, and uses lots of spirals, stripes and lollypop
shapes as trees. Some of the artwork produced by
Hundertwasser appeared as if the viewer was looking from
above. He also enjoyed to hide faces within his work, and
used contour lines of similar colours to add depth.
Contour line is an outline representing the shape or form
of something.
Blending with pencil to add tone and depth, as well as
layers of bright colours.
Position is the considered placement of the shapes such
as the trees and faces.
Key words - colourful, perspective, blend, spiral

